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MATERIAL SCIENCE AND STRENGTH
OP MATERIALS

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : 10)

Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Define hardness.

2. Interpret centroid of sections.

3. State Hook's law.

4. List R?es of loads acting on beams.

5. Define section modulus.

PART - B
Maximum marks : 30)

Answer any /ive of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

I . List the puposes of heat featmenl.
2. Describe the process of hardening.

3. Explain about ty,pes of friction.

4. State and prove theorcm of perpendicular axis related with moment of inertia
of a plane lamina.

5. List the advantages of welded joints over riveted joints.

6. Describe different types of riveted joints.

7. Draw the shear force and bending moment diagram for cantilever beam with point
load at lree end.

PART - C
(Maximum mad<s : 60)

(Answer one firll question from each unit Each firll question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

m (a) Explain below listed mechanical prop€rties,

(i) Tersile stengtlr
(ii) Fatigue

(iii) Creep resistance
(iv) Impact sfrengttr

(b) Describe about full annealing and isothermal annealing process.
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IV (a) List the pulposes of adding alloying elements to steel' 8

(b) Describe about the properties and uses of fibre glass. 7

UNII - II

V (a) A weight of 300N resting on a rough horizontal plane, if the coefficient of friction

between the surface is 0.4. Determine the least value of the effort acting at an angle

of 0 with the horizontal. 8

O) A mass of 60kg is pulled up a rough inclined plane whose inclination to the horizontal

is 30o by a force of 360N acting parallel to the plane. Find the coefficient of friction.

Take g as 9.8m/s2. 7

On

VI (a) Find centoid of I-secfion having top flange llftnm x 10mm, bottorn flange

2l0mm x l0rnm and web llOmm x 10mm. 8

&) A bar of T section has a flange 60mm wide and 15mm thick. The web is 70mm

deep and l5mm thick. Find the moment of inertia about centroidal axis XX. 7

UNrr - III

VII (a) Draw and describe stress strain curve for mild steel. 8

(b) A metal bar 250mm long and cross section area 30mm2, carries an axial load of

7kN which produces an extension of 0.3mm. Find the sfess in the bar and the

modulus of elasticitv of the metal. 7

On

VIII (a) Describe about different ways of riveted joint failure. 8

(b) A single riveted lap joint is used to eonnect 10mm thick plates, by providing

l8mm diameter of rivets at 45mm pitch. Determine the stength of the joint and

efficiency. Take working shear stness in rivets as 85N/rrrn2, working sbess in bearing

in rivets as 245 N/rnm2 and working stess in axial tension in plates 150 N/mm2. 7

UNrr - IV

D{ (a) Draw shear force and bending moment diagrams for a simply supported beam of
length L m with uniformly disfibuted load of W N/rnm2. 8

(b) A cantilever of 4m length carries two point loads of 50N and 70N at a distance

of lm and 2m from free end respectively. Draw shear force and bending moment

diagnms. 7

On

X (a) Write down the torsional equation and state its assumptions

(b) A steel beam bends under the action of loads such that the maximum stress

induced is 800 N/mm2. Find the radius of curvature of beam, if depth of beam is

225mm and E = 2lA N/rnm2 for beam material.
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